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Abstract
This article examines the moderating influence of personal relevance on the persuasive effects of gainand loss-framed messages. We assessed current behaviour as a proxy for personal relevance, provided
169 participants with gain- and loss-framed messages advocating skin self-examination (SSE) and assessed
intention to engage in SSE as the outcome measure. The results showed that loss-framed information was
more persuasive than gain-framed information, but only for low-relevance participants. This suggests that
loss-framed information might be mainly effective for recipients who need little persuading and, in fact, runs
the risk of ‘preaching to the choir’.
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Persuasive health messages can be framed in
terms of the benefits of engaging in healthy
behaviour (gain frame), or in terms of the costs
of failing to engage in healthy behaviour (loss
frame). Empirical studies have shown that gainand loss-framed messages can have different
effects on individuals’ self-protective actions
and motivation to perform healthy behaviours,
even when the persuasive information in gainand loss-framed health messages is factually
equivalent (Rivers et al., 2005; Rothman et al.,
2006; Rothman and Salovey, 1997). However,
studies also show inconsistent results with
regard to which type of framing is more persuasive (for meta-analyses see Kuhberger, 1998;
O’Keefe and Jensen, 2006; 2007). One influential approach to the study of message framing

has been to focus on the function of the recommended behaviour, making a distinction between
behaviours that serve to prevent an illness (like
exercising or quitting smoking) and behaviours
that serve to detect an illness (like skin selfexamination or obtaining a mammography).
According to Rothman and Salovey (1997),
people perceive disease-prevention behaviours
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as relatively safe, because they minimize the
chance of falling ill. In contrast, people perceive disease-detection behaviours as inherently risky because they entail the possibility of
finding out that one is ill. Drawing from
Prospect Theory (Kahneman, 2003; Kahneman
and Tversky, 1984), Rothman and Salovey
(1997) go on to suggest that gain-framed information is more persuasive when advocating
disease-prevention behaviours, because gainframed information makes people risk-avers
and thus more likely to engage in relatively safe
disease-prevention behaviours. In contrast, they
suggest that loss-framed information is more
persuasive for disease-detection behaviours,
because loss-framed information makes people
willing to take risks and thus more likely to
engage in relatively risky disease-detection
behaviours. A recent meta-analysis showed,
however, that for behaviours serving to detect
an illness, gain- and loss-framed messages were
not differentially persuasive (O’Keefe and
Jensen, 2006). For prevention-behaviours, a
small advantage of gain-framed messages was
found, but this effect only occurred in a limited
amount of studies on dental health (O’Keefe
and Jensen, 2007). Thus, in contrast to Rothman
and Salovey’s reasoning, and despite an impressive body of literature, it is currently unclear
how professionals should frame health-promoting messages.
To explore the reasons for these inconsistent
results, research is needed that investigates under
which circumstances gain- or loss-framed information is more persuasive. Research investigating possible moderating variables that can explain
differences in the effects of gain- and loss-framed
messages is indispensable to deepening our
understanding of message framing’s effects on
persuasion (O’Keefe and Jensen, 2006; Van ’t
Riet et al., 2010b). Currently, several potential
moderators of message-framing effects have
been identified, such as for instance mode of
information processing (Meyers Levy and
Maheswaran, 2004), regulatory focus (Cesario
et al., 2004) and body consciousness (Hevey et al.,
2010). One variable that has until now not

received attention from scholars is the personal
relevance of the gain- and loss-framed messages
for the recipient. Because personal relevance has
been shown to play an important part in the way
people process and respond to health-promoting
information (Block and Williams, 2002; Croyle
et al., 1993; Good and Abraham, 2007; Kessels
et al., 2010; Kunda, 1987), the present study
investigated the moderating influence of personal
relevance on the effects of gain- and loss-framed
health-promoting messages. More particularly,
we hypothesized that low-relevance recipients
might be more easily persuaded by loss-framed
versus gain-framed messages, whereas high-relevance recipients might be more easily persuaded
by gain- versus loss-framed messages.

Personal relevance and
threatening messages
In general, health-promoting messages are
targeted at people who currently behave in an
unhealthy way. For those people, the information holds personal relevance. For people with
a healthy lifestyle, on the other hand, the relevance of health-promoting information is
generally low. It would make little sense, for
instance, to inform non-smokers about the
dangers of smoking. In the present study,
health-promoting messages are thought to be
personally relevant when the recipient currently engages in unhealthy behaviour. In this
case, the message has meaningful information
for the recipient, who is recommended to
adopt new and healthy behaviour patterns.
Previous studies have also adopted this operationalization of personal relevance, for
instance investigating the effects of messages
communicating the dangers of caffeine consumption to frequent (high relevance) and
infrequent (low relevance) coffee drinkers
(eg, Liberman and Chaiken, 1992; Reed and
Aspinwall, 1998).
It is a common finding that threatening
health-promoting information is most effective
for low-relevance recipients (ie, people who
already behave in a healthy way), but least
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effective for high-relevance recipients (ie, people who currently behave in an unhealthy way)
(eg, Berkowitz and Cottingham, 1960; Block
and Williams, 2002; Croyle et al., 1993; Ditto
and Lopez, 1992; Jemmot et al., 1986; Kunda,
1987; for an overview see Good and Abraham,
2007). Berkowitz and Cottingham (1960), for
instance, demonstrated that highly threatening
messages advocating the use of safety belts in
cars were especially persuasive for participants
who drove cars only once in a while. For participants who frequently drove cars, and for
whom the message thus held actual personal
relevance, high-threat messages were not more
persuasive than low-threat messages.
Other research also shows that personal relevance and message threat may interact to produce
persuasive outcomes. Kunda (1987, Experiment
3) provided participants with information about
the link between caffeine and breast cancer. Her
results showed that those participants for whom
the information had personal relevance (ie,
women who regularly drank coffee) were less
persuaded than low-relevance participants (ie,
women who did not regularly drink coffee or
male participants). In a second study (Kunda,
1987, Experiment 4), using a weaker and presumably less threatening message, no differences
between high- and low-relevance participants
were found. A closer inspection of the study
means reveals that for low-relevance women,
there were no differences between high- and
low-threat messages. For high-relevance women,
however, the low-threat message was more persuasive than the high-threat message. These
findings suggest that levels of message threat
and personal relevance may interact to produce
persuasive outcomes. However, whereas the
results of Berkowitz and Cottingham’s (1960)
study suggest that high-threat messages are more
persuasive than low-threat messages for lowrelevance recipients, Kunda’s (1987) results suggest a similar interaction but different simple
effects: low-threat messages were more persuasive than high-threat messages for high-relevance recipients. Given the strong support for the
effectiveness of threatening messages in some

studies (Witte and Allen, 2000) and the evidence
that high-threat messages can backfire in other
studies (Earl and Albarracín, 2007), it seems
likely that high-threat messages are more persuasive than low-threat messages for low-relevance
recipients, whereas low-threat messages are
more persuasive than high-threat messages for
high-relevance recipients.
One reason for the fact that low-threat messages are more persuasive than high-threat messages for high-relevance recipients may be the
fact that those recipients are more likely to deny
and dismiss the high-threat information (Brown
and Smith, 2007; Liberman and Chaiken, 1992).
These responses are often referred to as ‘defensive’ (Block and Williams, 2002; Good and
Abraham, 2007; Kessels et al., 2010; Liberman
and Chaiken, 1992; Van ’t Riet and Ruiter, in
press) and are assumed to be the consequence
of motivated reasoning, a reasoning process
that is biased to hold on to prior beliefs and to
justify current behaviour (Keller and Block,
1999). People often respond defensively when
stimulus information is incompatible with their
existing beliefs (Kunda, 1990). When information is both personally relevant and threatening,
recipients are particularly motivated to react
defensively (Kessels et al., 2010).

Personal relevance and
message framing
Investigating the role of potential moderators of
framing effects is important to increase our
knowledge of the way message framing can
influence perceptions, attitudes and behaviour.
The present research set out to investigate the
moderating influence of personal relevance on
the effects of gain- and loss-framed messages.
Importantly, previous research suggests that
loss-framed information results in greater negative affect (Chang, 2005; Millar and Millar,
2000; Schneider et al., 2001; Shen and Dillard,
2007) and is perceived as more threatening
(Van ’t Riet et al., 2010a; 2010b) than gainframed information. Therefore, we expected that
recipients would react to loss-framed messages
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in a similar way as to high-threat messages. More
specifically, we expected that for low-relevance
participants, the loss-framed messages would be
more persuasive than the gain-framed messages
on account of the greater threat that the lossframed messages entail (Hypothesis 1). On the
other hand, we expected high-relevance participants to be motivated to process the messages
defensively and therefore to be more readily persuaded by the low-threat gain-framed message
than by the high-threat loss-framed message
(Hypothesis 2).
In the present research, we investigated these
hypotheses using framed messages promoting
skin self-examination (SSE). Because skin cancer incidence is increasing rapidly and constitutes a significant health concern (American
Cancer Society, 2008a), early detection of skincancer symptoms is of great importance. If cancer is diagnosed early, the patient has a greater
chance of successful treatment (American
Cancer Society, 2008b). Skin self-examination
refers to the act of inspecting one’s skin with the
aim of detecting possible skin-cancer related
symptoms. Especially when performed frequently, preferably once a month, it can be an
effective way to detect skin cancer at an early
stage (American Cancer Society, 2008b). The
present study investigated whether the persuasiveness of communications promoting skin selfexamination can be improved by message
framing. As in previous research (Block and
Williams, 2002; Kessels et al., 2010; Kunda,
1987), the extent to which participants already
engaged in SSE was assessed as a measure of
personal relevance. Because current behaviour
might be closely associated with intention to perform the behaviour and self-efficacy to perform
the behaviour, we also assessed these variables
and used them as covariates in the analyses.

Method
Participants
One hundred and sixty-nine university students
voluntarily participated in the experiment in

exchange for €5. Most of the participants were
female (149 versus 20 males). Age ranged from
17 to 25 years, with a mean age of 20.3 years
(SD = 1.7).

Procedure and design
This study used a one-factorial (frame: gain
frame vs. loss frame) between-participants
design. Participants were seated in individual
booths where they could participate in the
experiment using a desk-top computer, and
were told that they were about to participate in
a study aimed at testing health education materials that had been designed to be used ‘on the
Internet’. First, participants’ current level of
SSE, intention to perform SSE and selfefficacy to perform SSE were assessed. Next,
participants were provided with a persuasive
message about performing SSE. The persuasive message was either gain- or loss-framed.
Participants were randomized into the gainand loss-framed conditions by means of a computerized random number generator. After
reading the persuasive message, participants
completed the dependent measures, were
debriefed and received their fee.

Baseline measures
To measure participants’ baseline levels of skin
self-examination, one item asked participants
how often they performed SSE on a 7-point
scale (1 = never; 7 = several times a week) (M =
2.36; SD = 1.45; Range: 1–7). To assess participants’ baseline intention to perform skin selfexamination, one item asked participants to
indicate whether they planned to examine their
skin once a month from now on (1 = no, definitely not; 7 = yes, definitely) (M = 3.73; SD =
1.34; Range: 1–7). To measure participants’
baseline self-efficacy to perform skin selfexamination, one item asked participants: ‘If
you would try to perform skin self-examination
once a month, would you be able to do this?’ (1
= no, definitely not; 7 = yes, definitely) (M =
5.46; SD = 1.26; Range: 1–7).
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Persuasive message

Statistical analysis

For the present study, we designed short gainand loss-framed messages of 214 and 223
words, respectively. The gain-framed messages
stressed the benefits of performing SSE (gain
frame) whereas the loss-framed message
stressed the costs of not performing SSE. For
instance, the gain-framed message stressed that
‘when you check your skin for changes once a
month, you can detect skin cancer in an early
stage’ and that ‘the chances of being cured are
much greater if skin cancer is detected early’. In
contrast, it was stated in the loss-framed message that ‘when you do not check your skin for
changes once a month, you might detect skin
cancer in a late stage’ and that ‘the chances of
being cured are much smaller if skin cancer is
detected late’. The full texts are available from
the authors upon request.

We used regression analyses to test the main
effects of frame (coded as 0 = gain frame; 1 =
loss frame), SSE, intention and self-efficacy
and the frame by SSE interaction term on intention. To ensure that multicollinearity did not
affect the results, individual scores on the baseline measures were centred (ie, by subtracting
the mean from each score). In case of a significant interaction effect, simple slope analyses
were conducted to investigate the nature of the
interaction (see Aiken and West, 1991). In all
analyses, the semi-partial correlation (sr) was
used as a measure of effect size and was interpreted according to guidelines by Cohen (1992),
stating that sr = .10 corresponds with a small
effect size, sr = .30 corresponds with a medium
effect size, and sr = .50 corresponds with a
large effect size. The used statistical package
was SPSS 15.0.

Post-message measures
To assess whether the loss-framed message was
perceived as more threatening than the gainframed message, one item asked participants to
indicate the extent to which they found the message threatening (1 = Not threatening at al; 7 =
Very threatening).
Intention to engage in skin self-examination
was assessed by five items that were adopted
from previous research (Van ’t Riet et al.,
2010b), asking participants to indicate whether
they agreed with the statements: ‘I intend to
examine my skin once a month in the coming
six months’, ‘I intend to examine my skin once
a month in the future’, and ‘I am thinking about
examining my skin once a month’, all on 7-point
scales (1 = I definitely do not agree; 7 = I definitely agree). In addition, they were asked to
indicate how likely it would be that they would
examine their skin once a month in the coming
six months, and how likely it would be that they
would examine their skin once a month in the
future, both on a 7-point scale (1 = Very
unlikely; 7 = Very likely). From these five items
an average score was calculated (α =.94).

Results
Perceived threat
Results of the linear regression analyses showed
that the loss-framed message was perceived as
more threatening than the gain-framed message
(Mloss = 4.28; Mgain = 3.17), β = .38, t(166) =
5.26, p < .001, sr = .38. There was no significant effect of SSE or the frame by SSE interaction term on perceived threat, ps > .17. Table 1
shows the means and standard deviations of
perceived threat in the gain- and loss-framed
message condition, as well as the means and
standard deviations of all other measures.

Intention
Frame did not have a significant contribution to
the prediction of intention (Mloss = 4.19; Mgain =
4.27), β = .05, t(163) = 1.02, p = .31). Baseline
SSE did predict intention such that participants
who performed SSE more frequently had a
stronger intention to perform skin self-examination in the future, β = .26, t(163) = 5.22, p <
.001, sr = .23. Also, baseline intention, β = .62,
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Table 1. Descriptives of all measures for the gain- and loss-framed message conditions
Gain-frame message
condition (N=88)

Age
Baseline SSE
Baseline intention
Baseline self-efficacy
Post-test perceived threat
Post-test intention
Gender (percentage female)

Loss-frame message
condition (N=81)

M

SD

M

SD

20.67
2.43
3.82
5.63
3.17*
4.27
87.5%

1.80
1.42
1.29
1.06
1.28
1.29

19.89
2.30
3.64
5.27
4.28*
4.19
88.9%

1.56
1.48
1.40
1.42
1.46
1.42

*Perceived threat was the only measure for which there was a significant (p<0.05) difference between the gain- and lossframed message condition

t(163) = 12.53, p < .001, sr = .54, and baseline
self-efficacy, β = .16, t(163) = 3.46, p = .001, sr
= .15, had significant effects on post-test intention to perform SSE. In addition, there was a
significant interaction between frame and SSE,
β = .15, t(162) = 2.48, p = .01, sr = .11.
Supporting Hypothesis 1, simple slope analyses
revealed that, for participants who frequently
engaged in SSE (ie, one SD above the SSE
mean), and for whom the information was of
low personal relevance, the loss-framed message was more persuasive than the gain-framed
message; β = .15, t(162) = 2.49, p = .01, sr =
.11. For participants who did not frequently
engage in SSE (ie, one SD below the SSE
mean), and for whom the information was of
high personal relevance, there was no significant difference between the gain- and the lossframed message; β = -.06, t(162) = -1.01, p =
.31, sr = -.04 (Figure 1)1. Thus, no support for
Hypothesis 2 was found.
Additional analyses were run to investigate
whether baseline intention and baseline selfefficacy moderated the effect of frame or the
frame by baseline SSE interaction effect.
Unexpectedly, in addition to the frame by baseline SSE interaction, we found an interaction
between frame and baseline intention, β = -.17,
t(161) = -2.10, p < .05. For participants with a
weak baseline intention, loss-framed information was more persuasive than gain-framed

5.5

Gain frame
Loss frame

4.5

3.5

Low SSE

High SSE

Figure 1. Regression slopes arising from the
relationship between skin self-examination and
intention for participants in the gain- and lossframed information conditions

information, β = .14, t(161) = 2.27, p < .05,
whereas for participants with a strong baseline
intention, frame had no significant effect on
intention, β = -.06, t(161) = -.87, p = .39.

Discussion
Research has shown that loss-framed healthpromoting messages are perceived as more
threatening than gain-framed messages (Cox
and Cox, 2001; Van ’t Riet et al, 2010a; 2010b).
Whereas highly threatening health-promoting
messages can effectively motivate people to
engage in healthy behaviour (Witte and Allen,
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2000), it has also been found that high-threat
messages can result in defensive reactions
(Brown and Smith, 2007; Liberman and
Chaiken, 1992). Particularly recipients for
whom the issue holds personal relevance have
been shown to be likely to react defensively to
threatening health-promoting information
(Berkowitz and Cottingham, 1960; Block and
Williams, 2002; Croyle et al, 1993; Ditto and
Lopez, 1992; Jemmot et al., 1986; Kunda, 1987;
for an overview see Good and Abraham, 2007).
In the present research, we therefore investigated the combined effects of personal relevance and message framing. The results
supported Hypothesis 1, showing that, for lowrelevance participants, loss-framed messages
were more persuasive than gain-framed messages. The results did not support Hypothesis 2,
showing that there was no significant difference
between gain- and loss-framed messages for
high-relevance participants. One explanation
for this finding may be that the perceived threat
associated with the messages was not strong
enough. Although the loss-framed message was
perceived as significantly more threatening
than the gain-framed message, it was still rated
only moderately threatening (ie, around the
mid-point of a 7-point scale). Future research
may employ more threatening information or
might make use of message modalities that are
more conducive to conveying threats, such as
graphic material or videos (cf. Ruiter et al.,
2001).
Previous research has identified several moderators of message-framing effects (eg, Cesario
et al., 2004; Meyers Levy and Maheswaran,
2004; Hevey et al., 2010) but has so far failed to
consider the importance of personal relevance
and message threat. The present study shows that
personal relevance can influence the effects of
gain- and loss-framed messages.
More broadly, these results suggest that the
different levels of perceived threat may be among
the most important differences between gainand loss-framed messages. This implies that the
literature on motivated reasoning and defensiveness can be used to generate hypotheses about

the effects of gain- and loss-framed messages.
Future research may explore the role of a number
of other factors, besides personal relevance, that
can induce recipients to react defensively to
health-promoting information and thus influence
the effects of gain- and loss-framed information.
For example, a previous study employing gainand loss-framed messages combined with information about exemplars (anecdotes about
individuals dealing with the health issue), found
that loss-framed messages advocating sunscreen use were more persuasive than gainframed messages, but only for those recipients
who did not perceive themselves to be similar
to the person described in the exemplar. Gainframed messages, on the other hand, were more
persuasive for recipients who perceived themselves to be highly similar to the person in the
exemplar (Hoffner and Ye, 2009). It is possible
that recipients low in similarity perceived less
personal relevance and were therefore less likely
to react defensively to the message, rendering
the loss-framed information more persuasive. A
high similarity, on the other hand, may have
resulted in a high perceived personal relevance, triggering defensive reactions and rendering the gain-framed information more
persuasive. In another recent study, lossframed information advocating organ donation was shown to be more persuasive than
gain-framed information for those recipients
who perceived the act of donating as not particularly risky. For recipients who did perceive a high risk, there were no differences
between the gain- and loss-framed conditions
(Cohen, 2010). It is possible that in this case, a
high perceived risk associated with the act of
donating may have resulted in a motivation to
process the information defensively, which
decreased the persuasiveness of the lossframed information. Future research should
investigate the interesting possibilities that
similarity to people described in exemplars
and the perceived risk associated with a particular course of action can result in defensiveness and can therefore moderate the
effects of message-framing on persuasion.
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Our results suggest that, to a neutral and
unbiased decision maker, highly threatening
information might be more powerful than nonthreatening information. One explanation for
this effect is the idea of ‘negativity bias’, the
assumption that people pay more attention to
negative information than to factually equivalent positive information (Fiske, 1980; Kanouse,
1984). Because people perceive the world as
predominantly positive, negative information
will trigger more attention (Lau, 1985). Increased
attention can lead to more systematic processing, which, in case of convincing arguments,
leads to more persuasion (Chaiken et al., 1989).
In addition, research on fear appeals suggests
that persuasive messages containing negative
information may be effective, to the extent that
the negative information increases participants’
perception of threat (Witte, 1992). According to
Witte, at least some level of perceived threat is
needed for participants to be motivated to pay
attention to the message. The problem with
health-promoting messages is that recipients
are rarely neutral and unbiased decision makers. Smoking cessation interventions are by
definition aimed at smokers, and efforts to
increase fruit and vegetable consumption are
predominantly aimed at those who do not meet
the current standards for healthy nutrition. The
results of the present research suggest that in
those participants (ie, for whom the healthpromoting information is personally relevant),
high-threat information will not be more persuasive than low-threat information. Thus, one
might say that many high-threat health-promoting
messages, including loss-framed messages, run
the risk of ‘preaching to the choir’.
Given the results of the present study, it
seems that the potential power of threatening
loss-framed messages is wasted on highrelevance recipients because they are prone to
defensive processing. However, there might
be a way to reduce recipients’ motivation
to react defensively to high-threat healthpromoting messages and induce them to process
the information in an unbiased way. Research
has suggested that an important reason why

health-promoting information can be threatening is that it challenges peoples’ views of
themselves as ‘adaptively and morally adequate’ (Steele, 1988: 262). That is, for a
smoker who is confronted with information
about the dangers of smoking, accepting the
information would mean accepting that he or
she has not behaved in an adaptive and healthful way, which poses a threat to his/her notion
of self-integrity (Steele, 1988). By reacting
defensively, the recipient’s perceived selfworth can be maintained. However, if the
recipients’ motive to see themselves as adaptively and morally adequate is satisfied in
some other way, defensive reactions to the
health-promoting information can be limited
(Steele, 1988; Reed and Aspinwal, 1998;
Sherman et al., 2000). Many studies indeed
show that, by affirming recipients’ sense of
self prior to or just after exposing them to
threatening information, the need for defensiveness can be reduced and recipients process the information in a more open and less
biased way (Harris and Napper, 2005; Harris
et al., 2007; Sherman et al., 2000). This suggests that threatening loss-framed messages
may be effective if they are accompanied by a
self-affirmation procedure. Indeed, a recent
study found that loss-framed anti-smoking
messages resulted in more anger, less positive
thoughts and less perceived message strength
than gain-framed messages in a no selfaffirmation control condition (Zhao and Nan,
2010). However, when participants had been
subjected to a self-affirmation procedure,
gain- and loss-framed messages did not yield
different levels of defensive processing, suggesting that self-affirmation can increase the
persuasive power of loss-framed messages.
Analyses of smoking intention, the main outcome measure, did not reveal a significant
interaction however. Future research should
further investigate the combined influence of
message framing and self-affirmation for
high-relevance participants to explore whether
self-affirmation can reduce people’s inclination to react defensively and can thus render
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loss-framed health-promoting messages more
effective than gain-framed messages.
The present study was subject to certain limitations. One limitation was the fact that we used a
student sample. Future research should investigate whether similar effects can be obtained in
the general population. Also, it has been argued
that the effects of threatening messages in the real
world might differ substantially from effects in
laboratory settings (Hastings et al., 2004).
Therefore, research is needed that investigates
whether the present findings can be replicated in
a field study. A second limitation was the fact that
we did not include a behavioural follow-up, making it impossible to assess behavioural effects.
Future research should investigate the long-term
behavioural effects of personal relevance and
message threat. Third, we measured the extent to
which participants engaged in the unhealthy
behaviour as a measure of personal relevance
and, although we controlled for intention and
self-efficacy to perform SSE, we cannot completely rule out the possibility that the influence
of personal relevance may have been due to other
possible confounding factors. Previous research,
for instance, has shown that health-related behaviours may be positively associated with selfesteem (Lowery et al., 2005). It is therefore
possible that participants who frequently performed skin self-examination had higher selfesteem and that this variable influenced their
reactions to the health-promoting information.
Replicating our results with a manipulation of
personal relevance, for instance by providing participants with fake test results (Croyle et al., 1993;
Ditto and Lopez, 1992), would provide stronger
support for our hypotheses. Also, the present
study examined only one health behaviour: skin
self-examination. Possibly, other mechanisms are
at work for other health behaviours. Future
research should investigate the influence of personal relevance on message-framing effects in
other domains. A final limitation is the fact that
we did not include a control group. Without a
control group, it is hard to tell whether an effect
of framing is due to a beneficial effect of
one frame or a ‘boomerang effect’ of the other

(Hoffner and Ye, 2009). Previous messageframing research in the domain of skin cancer
prevention showed that both gain- and lossframed information increased intentions to use
sunscreen relative to a control-group (Hoffner
and Ye, 2009). Still, future research should
include a control group to be able to investigate
whether personal relevance a message threat
can interact to produce boomerang effects.
Despite these limitations, our findings
underline the importance of personal relevance
in persuasion. They suggest that loss-framed
information can be persuasive, but is especially
likely to be effective for those recipients who
already engage in healthful behaviour. This
being the case, threatening health-promoting
information, including loss-framed messages,
runs the risk of ‘preaching to the choir’.
Notes
1. We chose this procedure, using baseline SSE as a
continuous variable in the regression analyses,
because it has greater power than a procedure in
which the effect of frame is estimated in subgroups based on a median-split. Subgroup analyses using a median split (high relevance: N = 85;
low relevance: N = 83) yielded similar results,
however, with no effect of frame in the highrelevance group, β = -.05, t(81) = -.67, p = .50,
sr = -.05, and a significant advantage of lossframed information in the low-relevance group,
β = .16, t(79) = 2.62, p = .01, sr = .16.
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